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This paper considers a scheduling problem in which the objective is to determine an optimal 
machine speed pair and an optimal schedule. There are two machines A, B and n jobs each of 
which consists of two operations. One operation is to be processed on machine A and the other 
on machine B. The job set consisits of two disjoint subsets F and 0. F is a set of flow shop type 
jobs, while 0 is a set of open shop type jobs. That is, for each job i in F, processing on A must 
be completed before processing on B. On the other hand, processing order of each job i in 0 is 
not specified and so processing of each job can be started on either machine. Each machine 
processes at most one job and each job is processed on at most one machine, simultaneously. 
Further it is assumed that the speed of each machine is controllable. 
In the situation, the total sum of costs associated with the maximum completion time and 
machine speeds is to be minimized. 
The problem is a generalization of two machine mixed shop scheduling problem [6] in a sense 
that machine speeds are not fixed but variables. For the problem, this paper provides a poly- 
nomial time order solution procedure. 
1. Introduction 
This paper considers a generalized two machine mixed shop scheduling problem 
specified as follows. 
(1) There are two machines A, B and n jobs each of which consists of two 
operations. One operation is to be processed on machine A and the other on 
machine B. The job set consists of two disjoint subsets F and 0. F is a set of flow 
shop type jobs, while 0 is a set of open shop type jobs. That is, for each job i in 
F, processing on A must be completed before processing on B. On the other hand, 
processing order of each job i in 0 is not specified and so processing of each job 
can be started on either machine. 
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(2) Each machine processes at most one job and each job is processed on at most 
one machine simultaneously. Preemptions are not allowed. 
(3) The speed of each machine is controllable. 
(4) The objective is to determine an optimal speed of each machine and optimal 
schedule minimizing the total sum of costs associated with the maximum completion 
time and the speed of each machine. 
First Section 2 briefly outlines ordinary two machine mixed shop scheduling 
problem. Section 3 formulates the main problem, i.e., generalized two machine 
mixed shop scheduling problem P. First P is divided into two subproblems I’ and 
P. In order to solve P, auxiliary problem p,!’ is introduced. While for 3, auxiliary 
problem pj is introduced. Section 4 proposes a polynomial time order solution 
procedure for P and clarifies its time complexity. Finally, Section 5 concludes this 
paper. 
2. Ordinary two machine mixed shop scheduling problem 
In this section, we review the ordinary two machine mixed shop scheduling 
problem specified by (l), (2) in Section 1 and (5), (6). 
(5) The objective is to determine an optimal schedule minimizing the maximum 
completion time. 
(6) Each machine speed is fixed. 
Let aj and bj be processing times of job j on machine A and B respectively. 
Further let IFI =n,, 101 =rz2 (n =rrr + n,). The objective is to find the schedule 
minimizing the maximum completion time. 
When 0 is empty, this problem is reduced to the two machine flow shop problem 
solved by Johnson [5]. The case that there are only open shop type jobs has been 
solved by Gonzalez and Sahni [ 11. 
Let 
A,= C a;, BF= C bi, Ao= C ai and B,= C bi. 
ieF isF ic0 ic0 
Further let LF=(f,,f*, . . . . f,,) be the list such that the jobs in F are ordered 
according to Johnson’s rule, i.e., for 1 I i<jl n,, min(a,, br,>s min(a,,, bL), and 
CF* be the minimal value of maximum completion time when only jobs in F are 
considered, i.e., j n1 
CF*=max C afk+ C bfk 1ljln1 . 
k=l k=j I 1 
Let C* be the optimal value of the maximum completion time. Our algorithm in 
[6] gives an optimal schedule in at most O(n log n) computational time by con- 
sidering the following three cases. 
Case 1: A,zB,, Case 2: AF<Bo and B+A,, Case 3: AF<Bo and B,<A,, 
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where C*=max(CF*,A,+A,,B,+Bo) holds in Case 1 and C*=max(A,+Ao, 
BF+ Bo, maxiEo (Ui + bi)) holds in the other cases. 
3. Two machine mixed shop scheduling problem with controllable machine speeds 
First some additional notations are defined. 
s’ = speed of machine A, s g 1 /s’. 
t’= speed of machine B, t: l/f. 
Now ai, bj are defined to be standard processing time of job i on machine A and 
B respectively. That is, 
ai=processing time of the operation of job i on machine A when s’= 1 
(without any loss of generality, we assume al <az< ... ~a,,) and 
bi = processing time of the operation of job i on machine B when t’= 1. 
t max = the maximum completion time of an optimal schedule as function of s’, t’. 
Further A,, B,, A, and B, have the same meanings as in Section 2 with the ex- 
ception that the definition of ai, bj is changed as above. Using these notations 
actual processing times of each job i on machine A, B are SCli and tbi respectively. 
The following problem P is the main problem considered in this paper. 
P: Minimize c,t$, + c,(s’p+ c2(t’)Q 
subject to s’, t’>O, 
where co, c, , c2; positive constants, and ql, q2; positive integers. 
Generally speaking, speed up of machines makes the maximum completion time 
smaller but results in more consumption of electric power and burdens on machines. 
The cost function of P reflects this situation. 
P: Minimize c()tgax + q(s’p + c2(t’)Q 
subject to A,/s’? B,/t’ and s’, t’>O. 
P: Minimize c&,, + Cl (s’p + c2(t’)4’ 
subject to A,/s’i B,/t’ and s’, t’>O. 
Note that P corresponds to the Case 1 of the ordinary one and P to the other cases. 
From the results of Section 2, sA,r tB, implies 
t mm =max{CF*,s(A,+Ao),t(B,+B,)}. (7) 
Here the CF * denotes the maximum completion time of an optimal schedule when 
only jobs in F are considered subject to machine speeds s’, t’. 
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3.1. Determination of CF * 
An optimal schedule giving CF * is determined by the following transitive relation 
R, due to S.M. Johnson [5]. 
R,: If min(saj, tbk) I min(sa,, tb,), then processing of job j 
precedes that of job k in an optimal schedule. 
(8) 
Note that if min(saj, tbk) = min(sa,, tbj), any processing order with respect to job j 
and job k is optimal. R, is equivalent to the following transitive relation R since s, t 
are positive. 
R: If min(yaj, bk) I min(ya,, bj), then processing of job j 
precedes that of job k in an optimal schedule where y is/t. 
(9) 
As will be shown in Theorem 1, we only need to consider candidate points 
yj~ bj/aj, je F, where if aj=O, yj is set to 03, in order to know the values of y 
where optimal schedules change. Taking only those vj satisfying 00 >yj’Bo/A,, 
and renumbering different ones in the increasing order, let 
&B,/A,<y,< ... <y,<y,+, fM (10) 
where M is a sufficiently large number and p is the cardinality of different yj’s. 
Note that 
lrpsn,. (11) 
Theorem 1. Zf 
min(yaj, bk) I min(pak, bj) for some 7 E (vi, Y;+ 1) (12) 
then 
min(paj, bk) 5 min(Pak, bj) for any P E [Yi, Yi+ II- (13) 
Proof. First consider the case (i) j< k, that is, 
17a, 5 pak. 
Thus (12) is equivalent to 
min(ya,, bk) I bj. 
Further consider subcases (ia): bk i bj and (ib): bk> bj. 
Subcase (ia). From assumption of this subcase, 
min(paj, bk) I bkI bj. 
These (14) and (15) imply (13). 
(14) 
(12’) 
(15) 
Subcase (ib). From assumption of this subcase and (12’), it necessarily holds that 
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paj< bj, that is, 
T< bj/aj. 
From the definition of yI and (16), 
pIyi+1Ibj/aj, that is, 
(14) and (17) together prove (13). 
Next consider case (ii) j> k. Then 
paj 2 pak 
and 
Further (12) is equivalent to 
bk I min( yak, bj) . 
From (12”)) it holds that 
bk’bj 
and yak> bk, that is, 
y> bk/ak. 
(16) 
PajS bj. 
it holds that 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(12”) 
(20) 
(21) 
In turn, (21) implieS pr yjr bk/ak, that is, 
yak 2 bk (22) 
from the definition of yI. (20) and (22) together prove (13). 0 
Consider an interval [y;, yi+ r]. Then Theorem 1 means that a certain schedule is 
optimal for all YE [yi, yi+ ,I. Accordingly CF* can be expressed on the interval 
[y;, yi+ ,] as follows by its scheduling order (refer to [2]). 
.i fll 
CF*=t. max 
lsjsn, t 
y ,cI atkl+ k;j bWl 
I 
where [k] denotes the k-th job index in the schedule corresponding to y = 
(yi+ yi+,)/2, the center of the interval. 
3.2. Solution procedure for P 
From the results on CF *, the feasible region of P, that is {(s, t)ls, t > 0, y =s/t 2 
Be/A,}, must be divided into subregions ((s, t)ls, t>O, YE [yi, yi+l]}, i= 1,2, . . . . p. 
Each subregion must be further divided as follows. 
First consider (n, + 2) linear functions of y over the interval [y;, yi+ r], yl, y2,. . . , 
YryYn,+lrYn,+2¶ 
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n1 
B;= c b[k],i=1,2 ,..., n,,and 
k=i 
A ~,+~=AF+Ao,B,,+I=O,A,,+~=O,B,,+~=BF+BO , 
> 
where [k] denotes the k-th job index of Fin an optimal schedule corresponding to 
the interval. Then let y i max{y,, y2, . . . . yn,, Y,,~ + r, y,, +2}. y is a piecewise linear 
increasing convex function and t,, = t-y. By utilizing Megiddo’s algorithm in [7], 
y, i.e., 1,,, can be determined in O(n, log n,) computational time. Arranging 
breaking points of y in the increasing order, let 
yp=y;<y;< ... <y;< . . . <y;‘<y~?l+Ly,+,, 
where rn; is the number of breaking points. 
Here the following subproblem of P, @, h =0, I, . . . . mi, i=O, 1, . . . . p is intro- 
duced. 
Minimize ~~~c&A,+?B,)~~+c,(~/s)~~+c~(~/~)~* 
subject to y=s/t~ [y”,yf”], .s,t>O, 
where (Y is the index such that y=y, on the subinterval [yf, yf”]. 
By solving all F: explicitly or implicitly, and choosing the best one among their 
optimal solutions, I’ can be solved, i.e., an optimal speed pair of A, B and an 
optimal schedule can be found. 
3.3. Solution procedure for PF 
By the theorem of the arithmetic and geometric means, it holds that 
~~=~~(~~,+t~,)q1+~,(1/~)q2+~~(1/f)4* 
=~,t~‘(yA,+B~)~~+(l/t)~~{~~(1/y)~~+~~} 
~(q,+q~)((c~/q~)~‘(~A,+B~)~‘~~(l/q,)~’{c,(1/~)~~+~~}~~)~‘~~~+~~~ 
where the above equality occurs iff 
f =((q2/W?,){(c,y -q2+~2)/(yAa+B,))q1)“(q1+q2). 
Thus in order to solve PF, it suffices to find a minimizer *y” of 
f(y) : (1 /q&A, + Wq2(cr Y -” + ~2) 
on the interval [y”. JJ”” ‘1. 0 nce *y” is found, an optimal solution ($,tf) of P,h is 
constructed as follows. 
~“=((q2/~0q1)[{~I(*y~)~q2+c2)/(*~~Aa+B,)q1])1’(q’+q2), s,h=*y,!$. 
Differentiatingf(y) with respect to y, we then obtain 
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f’(y)=Aac2(yAa+Ba)~~~1y-q~-1{yq~+1-(B,c~)/(AaC2)}. 
Since f’(y) changes its sign at most once, *yF is determined as follows. 
(i) If (Y”)~~+’ 2 (B,c,)/(A,c,), then *y” = y,“. 
(ii) If (yi ) ‘+’ q2+‘~(B,cl)/(Aa~2), then *yF=yF+‘. 
(iii) If (y”) 42+’ < (Bac,)/(Aac2)< (y”’ 1)q2+‘, then *y” = ((B,c~)/(A,c~))“(~“‘). 
Note that when h increases, the corresponding A, increases but B, decreases 
as is easily seen by the definition of y. It implies (B,c,)/(A,c2) decreases as h in- 
creases. So, 
cases occurs 
(iv) Case 
(v) Case 
(vii) Case 
from continuity of f(r) on [ri, yi+ ,I, exactly one of following three 
for each i. 
(i) occurs at every h. 
(ii) occurs at every h. 
(iii) occurs only once. 
In order to solve P, calculate 
cFZ(sf**, t$*) z min min ~/(s~, tf). 
i h 
Then for P, each optimal speed S’, i’ of A, B is l/s:**, l/t:** respectively, and an 
optimal schedule is found by applying our algorithm in [6] to the corresponding 
ordinary two machine mixed shop scheduling problem where processing times of 
each job j on machine A, B are aj/S’ and bj/‘F respectively. 
Theorem 2. l/sib,* and l/t:** can be found in O(ni log n,) computational time once 
yI ‘s are determined. 
Proof. The above discussion implies that the minimizer of f(y) on each interval 
[yi,yi+l] is found in O(log n,) time by using binary search technique once y is 
calculated on the interval. Calculation of y takes O(nl log n,) computational time 
because the corresponding optimal schedule can be determined in O(n,) time 
except for the first interval [ye, yl] for which an optimal schedule is determined in 
O(nl log nl) time (see Remark). yz, . .., yn, can be calculated in O(nl) time by re- 
cursively adding a[;] and subtracting b,;_ 1l, i = 2,3, . . . , n, . The calculation of y, , 
Y,,+I and yn,+2 takes O(n,) time and calculation of y from Yj’S takes O(n, log nl) 
time by using Megiddo’s algorithm in [7]. Thus calculation of min, ~~(.s~, tf) takes 
O(nl log nl) time. Therefore in each interval, O(n, log nl) computational time is 
necessary. Since the number of intervals is O(n,), SF** and tf**, and their inverses are 
calculated in O(n: log nl) computational time in total. 0 
Remark. Corresponding to each interval [yj, yi+ ,I, we define the following subsets 
Sip Ti of F. 
S;: {jl(bj/aj)>y;} and T,i {j1(bj/aj)Syi}. 
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We call each job of Si S-job and that of T T-job. Then the optimal schedule is to 
process S-jobs first in the nondecreasing order of aj and then T-jobs in the non- 
increasing order of bj. So moving from the current interval to its right interval, 
some S-jobs are changed into T-jobs. An optimal schedule of the next interval is 
then obtained in O(n,) time by applying suitable shift operations and comparisons 
of b, with all the current T-jobs to the current optimal schedule, where yi+ 1 = b//a,. 
Note that, on the first interval [ye, yr], the corresponding optimal schedule of F can 
be determined in O(nr log nr) time by applying Johnson’s algorithm in [5]. 
3.4. Solution procedure for P 
From the results of Section 2, ~4,s tBo implies 
t max = max(s(A,+Ao), t(BF+ Bo), max(sai+ tbi)} 
iE0 
=t.max{y(AF+Ao),(B,+Bo), max(yai+bi)}. 
iE0 
Now define (n,+2) linear functions of y, 
Zj~r;i,+~j, j=1,2 ,..., n,+2 
where ~j=~j, Bj=bj, j= 1,2, . . . , n2 corresponding to job j E 0, and 
A ,,,+,=AF+AO, in2+,=0, z,,2+2=0, &,2+2=BF+Bo. 
Then let z i max(zr, zz ,...,z,,,z,,+,,z,,+~). Again t,,,=t-z. z is similar to 
function y discussed above, and can be calculated by Megiddo’s algorithm in [7] in 
O(nt log n2) time. Arranging breaking points of z on the interval (0, Bo/AF] in the 
increasing order, let 
where E is a sufficiently small positive value and p’ is the number of breaking points 
on (0, B,/A,]. Then the following subproblem pj of P, i = 0, 1,2, . . . , is introduced. 
Minimize ~‘=CO(S~~+tBg)41+c,(l/s)42+C2(l/t)4* 
subject to y=(s/t)~ [y;, Y;+~], s, t>O, 
where p is the index such that z=zP on the interval [y,!, yi+ r]. Again, by solving all 
~j explicitly or implicitly, and choosing the best one among their optimal solutions, 
P can be solved, i.e., the optimal speed of A, B and an optimal schedule can be 
found. The solution procedure for 3 is similar to that of @ and so it is not 
repeated. 
= iNow denote a minimal solution of C by (si, ti) and calculate 
E”*(Sj*, ti*) ii min (E’(S;, ti)). 
1 sii-p’ 
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Then optimal speeds s=‘, 7 of A, B are l/s:, l/t? respectively. Again, the corre- 
sponding optimal schedule can be found by solving the ordinary two machine mixed 
shop scheduling problem with processing times aj/S=l, bj/t=’ for each job j. 
4. Solution procedure for P 
Clearly, optimal speeds *s’, *t’ of P can be found by comparing c,b**(si”:: tp**> 
with ?*(.si*, ti*). Using *s’ and *t’, an optimal schedule can be found by applying 
our algorithm in [6] to the corresponding ordinary two machine mixed shop sche- 
duling problem with processing times aj/*s’ and bj/*t’ for each job j. 
Theorem 3. The above solution procedure finds each optimal speed of A, B and an 
optimal schedule in 0(n2 log n) computational time for fixed q, and q2, assuming 
that power and root of the functions encountered in the procedure can be calculated 
in a constant time. 
Proof. The validity of our procedure is clear from the preceding discussion. 
(Complexity of our solution procedure for P) Calculation of yi takes O(n, log nl) 
time since sorting O(n,) elements takes O(n, log ni) time. By Theorem 2, I’ can be 
solved in O(nT log ni) time. By the similar discussion to that of P, time complexity 
of P is O(n, log n2). Finally, an optimal schedule of P can be constructed in 
O(n log n) time by applying our algorithm in [6]. Thus the total time complexity of 
our solution procedure for P is O(n2 log n). 0 
5. Discussion 
Up to now, models with variable machine speeds are very few, with an exception 
of 131, which deals with generalized uniform processor systems. 
Generally speaking, for the success of generalized cases with controllable machine 
speeds, tractability of the original problem with fixed speeds is necessary. In this 
sense, generalized m machine open shop problem with preemptions may be a pro- 
missing one and its generalization is left as one of future research problems. 
Finally, we mention that the complexity of our procedure for solving P is 
dominated by the determination of breaking points in I’, the order of which is 
O(nT log ni). Thus if this part is executed more efficiently, complexity of our 
procedure can be reduced. This is also left as a further research problem. 
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